The New Estate Planning Dilemma – Using Portability or A Credit Shelter Trust
The estate planning landscape radically changed when the Tax Relief Act of 2010 drastically
raised the exclusion amount to $5,000,000 and authorized estates of decedents dying after
2010 to elect to transfer any unused exclusion to the surviving spouse. .
In the past, with lower estate exclusion amounts, a common estate plan had the decedent’s
assets going to a credit shelter or bypass trust, thereby maximizing the use of the decedent’s
estate exclusion.
In 2014, with portability, higher income tax rates and the Net Investment Income Tax (NIIT),
there are additional reasons to leave assets to the surviving spouse and elect portability instead
of doing traditional planning using a credit shelter trust.
In doing estate planning, each person’s situation is unique and many important considerations
are not related to taxes. Using the chart below is one way to discuss thesetwo options with our
clients.
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As laws change and our clients’ needs evolve, taking a second look at old estate plans may lead
to an opportunity to help them using new solutions.
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